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Top reasons for cart abandonment 

Baymard survey:  
June 2013 · 1,505 
respondents · US 
internet users age 18+ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Combined this manifests to 59% of abandoned checkouts being rooted directly in usability related issues and underscores the importance of a well-designed checkout process, as described in the following 63 guidelines on checkout usability.



When something unexpected 
or unclear occurs, 

customers tend to think they 
did something wrong. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This violates one of the core tenets of usability which is “Don’t make users think.” Most customers, and some designers, tend to believe that anything that goes wrong is the user’s fault when really, anything that goes wrong is a fault of the user interface being unclear and this is something we emphasis during usability testing: we are testing the system, not you!



63 Usability Guidelines 

Data Input (15) 
 
Layout (15) 
 
Flow (7) 

Copywriting (8) 
 
Navigation (8) 
 
Focus (10) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. Data input - any kind of data input the customer must enter during checkout.2. Copywriting - the use and wording of text throughout the checkout process.3. Layout - the visual layout of the checkout pages.4. Navigation - the implementation of process steps, buttons, and navigational links.5. Flow - the bow between the individual process steps.6. Focus - the site’s own business beneats vs. the customer’s shopping experience.



Severity 
&  

Frequency 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Severity: How damaging is it to violate this guideline? Will your customers beonly slightly annoyed, or will they abandon their purchase? There are three degrees:interruption (least severe), disruptive, and harmful (most severe).Frequency: How many of the test subjects did this occur to? There are threegroups: a few, several, and nearly all.How important is each issue? The number of violations, even if small, add up.



Data Input Guideline 
 
Use ‘shipping address’ as 
‘billing address’ by default. 

eBags - www.ebags.com - 21 April 2014 
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Presentation Notes
Issue: Most customers order products to their personal address, so it doesn’t make sense to ask them for both billing and shipping addresses by default.Since more customers can relate to what a ‘Shipping address’ is, you should always ask if the ‘Billing address’ should be different from the ‘Shipping address’ and not the other way around.Hide billing fields unless customer indicates new billing address.Guideline: Default the billing address to be the same as the shipping address, and use a checkbox to ask if ‘Billing address’ should be different from the ‘Shipping address’.



Copywriting Guideline 
 
Add descriptions to 
form field labels. 

Best Buy - www-ssl.bestbuy.com - 23 April 2014 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Issue: Without additional descriptions many form field labels can be ambiguous.80% of the test subjects had problems with a label they didn’t understand.The descriptions can take the form of help text next to the field or be hidden behind a “What’s this?” link. It can sometimes be helpful to indicate what the information will be used for, like if asking for email address, or to provide a diagram like showing the back of a credit card when asking for the security code.Guideline: Use instructions and examples next to your labels so your customers always know exactly what they’re supposed to enter in each form field.



Layout Guideline 
 
Use clear error indications. 

Sony - store.sony.com - 24 April 2014 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Issue: Customers overlook error messages, leaving them unable to resolve the error.When customers have problems with a form, the likelihood of them abandoning their purchase increases significantly.When faced with form errors, the test subjects were very likely to overlook the error message if it wasn’t placed in close proximity to the erroneous fields.Guideline: Provide clear error indications, located in close proximity to the error, preferably with high visual contrast to the rest of the page.



Navigation Guideline 
 
Allow your customers to force-
proceed through 
potentially wrong validators. 
 

Walmart - www.walmart.com - 24 April 2014 
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Presentation Notes
Issue: Customers can’t complete their purchase when faced with erroneous validations.If a validator, like an address lookup, is too sensitive or flat out wrong, and there’s no way for the customer to force-proceed after the warning, then it’simpossible to complete the purchase.Guideline: Allow your customers to force-proceed if your validator could potentially be wrong (e.g an address validator).



Flow Guideline 
 
Have a completely linear 
checkout process. 
 

Bare Necessities - www.barenecessities.com - 24 April 2014 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Issue: Having steps within steps confuses and intimidates customers as it breaks with their mental model of a linear checkout.A sub-step such as ‘Account Creation’ should never direct back to a previously shown step of the checkout process, but instead direct the customer to the next step of the checkout process. Most customers will conclude that there’s an error on the site if they see the same page twice, since this is what happens on validation errors.Additionally, seeing the same page twice also makes customers feel like they aren’t making any progress as they’ve seemingly moved backwards in the process.Guideline: Your checkout process should always be completely linear, including sub-steps such as ‘Account Creation’ and ‘Preferred Address’.



Focus Guideline 
 
Registration should be optional. 
 

Crate and Barrel - www.crateandbarrel.com - 24 April 2014 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Issue: Customers strongly dislike signing up for accounts.This is probably something we can all relate to. We already have a ton of web logins and having to create another one just to buy something is really annoying.Additionally, 40% of the test subjects expected to be spammed with all sorts of marketing material if they created anaccount, even if they unchecked a ‘Newsletter’ box during the process.And some customers just don’t like the idea of sites storing personal information about them. While sites still technically do this even when customers don’t create an account, not all customers realize this. It’s about perception.If you want to give customers the option to create an account, do so after they’ve completed their purchases by asking them to create a password.Guideline: Signing up for a user account should be optional – always provide a ‘guest’ checkout option.



A quick pitch for usability testing... 
● Designers ≠ Users 
 
● 5 users will find 85% of the problems 

 
● Fix the design, test again → iterate 

 
● Cheaper than fixing after development 
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